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Brand New Book. In A Mathematician Plays the Stock Market
best-selling author John Allen Paulos demonstrates what the
tools of mathematics can tell us about the vagaries of the stock
market. Employing his trademark stories, vignettes, paradoxes,
and puzzles (and even a film treatment), Paulos addresses
every thinking reader s curiosity about the market: Is it
efficient? Is it rational? Is there anything to technical analysis,
fundamental analysis, and other supposedly time-tested
methods of picking stocks? How can one quantify risk? What
are the most common scams? What light do fractals, network
theory, and common psychological foibles shed on investor
behaviour? Are there any approaches to investing that truly
outperform the major indexes? Can a deeper knowledge of
mathematics help beat the odds?All of these questions are
explored with the engaging erudition that made Paulos s A
Mathematician Reads the Newspaper and Innumeracy
favourites with both armchair mathematicians and readers
who want to think like them. Paulos also shares the cautionary
tale of his own long and disastrous love affair with WorldCom.
In the tradition of Burton Malkiel s A Random Walk Down Wall
Street...
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The most e ective book i ever read through. it had been writtern quite flawlessly and valuable. I am just happy to let
you know that here is the very best publication i have got read through during my individual daily life and may be he
greatest pdf for ever.
-- Pr of . Adonis Rodr ig uez-- Pr of . Adonis Rodr ig uez

Comprehensive information for publication fans. I have got read and i am confident that i am going to likely to go
through once again once again in the foreseeable future. I am just very happy to let you know that this is actually the
greatest book i have read in my very own existence and could be he finest book for at any time.
-- Cla ir  Windler-- Cla ir  Windler
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